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RESIDUES OF CUSTOMISATION [SOUNDTRACK], Sound Track, 2:56, 2021.

https://soundcloud.com/user-38487236/residues-of-customisation - link to 
SoundCloud track.
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Hosted by a photographic practice, my work utilises the fluidity of the

analogue image and considers how it may accumulate audible and

three-dimensional qualities through regeneration. Through small acts

of customisation in the photographic realm, I aim to contemplate the

behaviour of advancement in the digital age.

My practice explores a digital age where the remix, a regeneration of

information, becomes default and acts of customisation become

rewarding. Drawing on the manner in which Big Tech presents

devices saturated with customisable preferences, I question how

habitual acts of personalisation may dilute the strength of the

decision, the fact, or the finish. Using Nathan Jurgenson’s concept of

Augmented Reality as a platform to explore relations between the

digital and analogue, I initiate a conversation between the online and

the photographic darkroom by positioning the pinhole camera in front

of the technological device.*

Through monitoring my own actions online and in the darkroom, I

identify similar moments of satisfaction granted by acts of

customisation. I gain accomplishment from adjusting a brightness

preference online, or twisting the bulb of a photographic enlarger in

the darkroom. Actions in the darkroom such as exposing, rotating or

enlarging, begin to reflect my activity online when selecting, dragging

or expanding. Yet, as I engage with theses spaces of customisation, I

notice that they are cushioned by surrounding controls. I develop an

irritancy towards the constraining chemistry of photographic

processing, and wonder if it might be comparable to the feeling of

being monitored online.

*Augmented Reality challenges the distinctions between the online and

offline, presenting the two as interrelated: both informed and augmented by

one another.
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Reviewing the online and the darkroom as systems of control
encourages my practice to turn sceptical. I resort to the remix in order
to re-adjust levels of authority. I loosen up the heavy construct of the
darkroom by replacing the safety of the red light for a techie blue-light
brightness. Continuing an exchange between the online and the
darkroom, I invite my laptop to become a tool within the photographic
process; providing the source of light to transform the negative image
into the positive. Progressing with this logic, I attempt to refresh the
appearance of the darkroom through modular sculpture.

The medium of sound allows me to explore fabricated dialogues
between digital and analogue personas. Through the temporal nature
of sound, I unlock the ability to confront the two systems of control and
side with them. I employ contradiction, interruption and fiction to
reflect a remix thought which travels too fast to hear a conclusion.
Resolved audible works find themselves accompanied by sarcastic,
GarageBand synthesisers and a regimented analogue beat (formed
by the sound of a plate of photographic contact glass being hit).

RESIDUES OF CUSTOMISATION meddles with analogue and digital
sources of knowledge, prioritising embellishment over the conclusion.
In doing so, it attempts to reflect the sympathetic character of the
remix, that erases the guilt of indecision, with customisation as reward.



Still from TWO PLATES OF GLASS TOUCH TOGETHER , 
Sound with Narration Visuals,  02:49, 2021.
https://vimeo.com/557296234 - link to video.

'DARKROOM MODE’, Artist Book, 15cm x 15cm, 2021.

SCRIPTS



DIAGRAM , 40cm x 20cm, 2021.

CONSTRUCTIONS

PROP, Pinhole Photograph, 15cm x 10cm, 
2021. 



SO SPEEDY?, 40cm x 60cm, 2021.

Documentation of DIAGRAM, Pinhole 
Photograph, 5cm x 5cm 2021.



AQUEOUS DEVICES, 15cm x 75cm, 2021.

Selection of Pinhole 
Photographs, 2021.



MY POWERPOINT DARKROOM, including DIAGRAM and AQUEOUS DEVICES, 
70cm x 160cm, 2021.



ROTATIONS, ROTATIONS, ROTATIONS, 60cm x 100cm, 2021.

CONFIGURING, Pinhole Photograph, 
3cm x 6cm, 2021.

TRACKS, Pinhole Photograph, 6cm  x 
6cm, 2021.



SUPERVISOR, 40cm x 140 cm , 2021.

55m 42s, Pinhole Photograph, 4cm x 
8cm, 2021.



STREAMY MINUTES,  50cm 150cm, 2021.



RESIDUES OF CUSTOMISATION, Scenario, 2021.



PHYSICAL DEGREE SHOW PROPOSAL
RESIDUES OF CUSTOMISATION
ROOM E12, EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART.



Floor Plan

STREAMY 
MINUTES

55m 42s printed 
on card.

RESIDUES OF 
CUSTOMISATION 
[SOUNDTRACK] broadcast 
through two speakers.

'DARKROOM 
MODE’ small 
script booklets for 
the public to take 
away.

ROTATIONS, 
ROTATIONS, 
ROTATIONS 
and SUPERVISOR

DIAGRAM in 
metal vessel. 

Narrow metal vessel displaying 
small pinhole photographs.



Through the placement and selection of the art works included in this proposal, I
hope to engage with three key ideas within my work – regeneration, modularity and
customisation. By positioning the work in various spots throughout the space, the
public will be met with points of engagement at every entrance to the room. These
points may give the public the opportunity to observe the changing images held
within active works and reflective materials.
Starting at the window seat at the top of the room, a narrow photograph will fall to the
floor and and run the length of the room. The placement of this image draws on the
tiered system of streams of running water in the darkroom sink. Yet, in an exhibition
environment, its position helps to creates channels, or routes between different works
within the room.
When documenting the work outside, I have enjoyed how the work reacts to slight
breezes in the air. In the studio, I have the opportunity to make use of the windows
and I propose to leave one window ajar to encourage movement in the work
ROTATIONS, ROTATIONS, ROTATIONS and ripples in the vessel of water that
carries the DIAGRAM. The open window may also encourage the soundtrack to
RESIDUES OF CUSTOMISATION to appear transient, moving in and out of audibility
affected by noise outside. The soundtrack will be split between two speakers
positioned at opposite ends of the room. The separation will help to emphasise
different thoughts or characters heard within the work but will also allow the sound to
reverberate, swimming up and down the room.
As daylight enters the room, reflective details will occur on the works’ glassy and
watery surfaces. These reactions will help the space to appear changing and for the
room itself to perform its own customisation onto the work, throughout different times
of the day.

Proposal



In my proposal, I imagine I would have had the facilities to create metal vessels that
would exhibit some of the work. At present time, the structures used in MY
POWERPOINT DARKROOM and AQUEOUS DEVICES stand in for the metal
vessels.

Details


